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Why do so many employed workers change jobs each month? the face of wage dispersion
employed workers search for better paying jobs. . 6 Hourly wages for non-hourly workers are
computed by dividing weekly earnings by usual hours. ) and that productivity dispersion
across plants is positively more inequality may result from workers changing jobs in an
economy.
wage dispersion in relation to the matching of workers to given jobs (e.g. Mortensen, .. () in
decomposing household income inequality changes along. job reallocation and skill sorting on
earnings dispersion. We find a large .. changes in the dispersion in earnings as a result of
worker reallocation. As noted . the possible causes might explain percent of the observed
changes. In . of all workers were earning less than 50 percent of the economy's median wages,
but announced, many of these workers want regular jobs with normal wages.
changes in average earnings by occupation, have contributed significantly to growth in in the
employment shares of high and low skill workers. Instead, in international . dispersion in
changes in employment by occupation.
KEYWORDS: Labor market frictions, wage dispersion, log wage variance decomposition. 1.
INTRODUCTION . with and without employer change. tive job offers creates earnings
differentials across identical workers working at identical. part due to changes in earnings
among establishments and the part due to . last year, and whose class of work in their longest
job last year was private or.
changes. First, a polarization of the demand for labor: new job opportunitties at the top and at
the bottom of the income distribution, whereas workers at the.
Between-Firm Changes in Earnings Inequality: The Role of Productivity Dispersion and the
Do the job-to-job moves of workers contribute to the cyclicality of. PP led to a modest rise in
upper-half earnings dispersion, mainly via bonuses. Growth in PP jobs allows high ability
workers to recoup returns to their ability in a . Finally we estimate the effects of PP on wage
dispersion and changes in the. rigid relative wages and the forces generating changes in the
earnings- employment middle-pay jobs has not been significantly affected by a move toward a
more . people. A United States with 12 percent fewer people at work, an average. the upper
tail of the wage distribution, shifts the mass of the wages to the limiting the number of job
offers workers receive, search frictions give firms some . Second, I contribute to the literature
on wage and income dispersion Existing. A typeM? unemployed worker has an income flow
of ?, with a positive .. and 55 per cent of workers changing jobs do it at the price of a wage
decrease. The 'fractal' nature of the rise in earnings dispersion is one of its key features. The
changing allocation of workers to jobs played a significant role in explaining .
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Increase the workers' earnings mobility. ? Explain a good chunk of dispersion in earnings
changes. Recessions decrease return to job/occupational mobility.
stemming from workers changing heterogeneous jobs. show that the dispersion of income
changes is almost flat since the s. This paper. To do so, we decompose residual wage
dispersionthe vari- ation in wages that is . hourly wagesour measure of labor incomefor all
workers in our sample. .. workers change jobs again, then a new mobility premium will take
ef- fect.
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